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A simple proof of the ‘Subgroup Lemma’ for varieties of modules is presented thus filling in 
a gap in an argument of the second author. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group, k a field of characteristic p. Let V, denote the under- 
lying topological space of the prime ideal spectrum of the ring 
H(G) = 
H*(G; k) p=2, 
He”(G; k) p>2. 
Also, if A is a kG-module, let V&l) denote the support in V, of the H(G)-module 
H*(G; Horn&l, A)) K Ext&(A, A). VG (A) is called the variety of the module A. If 
G is a p-group, then it is easy to see that Ext&(A,A) = H*(G; Hom,(A,A)) may be 
replaced by Ext&(k,A)=H*(G;A). We shall exploit this fact below. If K is a 
subgroup of G, denote by t$ : V, + V, the map induced by resz : H(G) + H(K). A 
fundamental result in the theory of varieties of modules is expressed by the formula 
(t;)-%(A)) = Y&l). 
In the proof of this formula, the inclusion ‘1’ follows easily from the definitions, 
and the inclusion ‘c’ is reduced by means of the Quillen Stratification Theorem [7] 
to the case G is an elementary abelian p-group. That case was first proved by 
Avrunin and Scott [3] using restricted p-Lie Algebras, and there is also a proof in 
[4, Corollary 2.25.101 which uses instead shifted subgroups. In either case the result 
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seems to require a major digression including a proof that V,(A) is the same as 
Carlson’s rank variety for E an elementary abelian p-group. In [6, Lemma 2.31 one 
of us gave a much simpler proof based only on the way localization interacts with 
the Lyndon-Hochshild-Serre spectral sequence, but unfortunately that proof con- 
tained a gap. The argument is correct except for the last step which assumes that 
the triviality of the associated graded module to a localization (E,* in the LHS 
spectral sequence) implies the triviality of the localization itself. That may not hold 
in general since after localization the terms in the filtration of the module may no 
longer intersect rivially. It is the purpose of this note to remedy this flaw in [6] using 
an explicit description of the relevant filtration, provided by a result of Quillen- 
Venkov. We do so by presenting a similar argument which is even more elementary. 
[6] also refers to a related result of Betley (in [5]) which is not correct. We include 
a counter-example to Betley’s result in the last section of this note. 
2. The lemma 
Lemma. If ES E’ are elementary abelian p-groups and A is a kE’-module, then 
(t;‘)-‘(&(A)) C V,(A). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on (E’ : E). Suppose first that (E’ : E) =p so that 
E’=ExP where P=E’/E is cyclic of order p. Note that because of the splitting, 
resi’ is onto. 
The set (t,“‘))‘( V&(A)) consists of all p E V, such that $3 = t:‘(p) > Q,(A), the an- 
nihilator of H*(E’; A) in H(E’). Hence, it suffices to show that 
PP~E(A) =? 1371a&l). 
Suppose there is an element {e+(A) such that (6 p. We shall find an element 
e E Q,(A) such that ress’(e) = [” for some n. It is clear for such an element that 
e @?3 = (resE’)-l(p). 
Choose x EH(E’) such that ress’(X)=[. Consider the spectral sequence 
H*(P; H*(E; A)) * H*(E’; A) 
as a module over the spectral sequence 
H*(P; H*(E; k)) = H*(E’; k). 
(The latter spectral sequence in fact collapses totally in the sense that the limit is 
naturally isomorphic to the E,-term as a ring.) The action of x E H(E’) on 
E;* =F’H*(E’; A)/F’+ *H*(E’; A) 
arises from the action c = resz’(X) on E: * = H’(P; H*(E; A)) which is trivial since 
by assumption IH*(E; A) =O. It follows by taking r=O that 
xH*(E’; A) c_F’H*(E’; A), 
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and by taking r= 1 that 
x2H*(E’; A) c F2H*(E’; A). 
By the Quillen-Venkov Lemma (as generalized to arbitrary coefficient modules in [l]), 
F2H*(E’; A) =&H*(E’; A) 
where fiE E Ker res:’ is the image under the Bockstein homomorphism of an ele- 
ment in H’(E’; k)s Hom(E’, k) with kernel E. By a variation of the Cayley- 
Hamilton Theorem ([2], Proposition 2.4), it follows that the endomorphism of 
H*(E’; A) induced by multiplication by x2 satisfies a polynomial 
f(T)=T”+a,T”-‘+-..+aam 
where ai E Ker resg’, i = 1 , . . . , m. Hence, e =f(x2) E aE,(A). On the other hand, 
f(x2) restricts to f([2)=[2m in H(E) so we have constructed the desired e. 
Suppose now that (E’ : E) >p. Choose E” such that E’> E” > E. Then transitivity 
together with induction give the desired result. q 
3. An example 
Let E be an elementary abelian p-group, k a field of characteristic p, and A a 
kE-module. Let E’ be a subgroup of E, and let Q=E/E’. In [6], one of us quoted 
[5] to remark that the edge homomorphism 
H*(E; A) -+ H*(E’; A)Q 
is an epimorphism. The following example shows that Betley’s contention is false, 
so the spectral sequence in Section 2 need not be trivial. 
Example. Let p be odd. Let U be a cyclic group of order p generated by u, and let 
A = kU. Put x=u- 1. We may identify kU= k[u], where up= 1, with k[x], where 
xp=O. Let u = 1 +x2, and let I’ be the subgroup of the group of units of k[x] 
generated by u. Then u and u commute and are independent, so they generate an 
elementary abelian subgroup E= Ux V of the group of units. Consider A as an 
E-module. First consider the Lyndon-Hochshild-Serre spectral sequence of the 
extension U-* E -+ V. Since A is a free kU-module, 
HS( U; A) = 
0 for s>O, 
k for s=O. 
Hence, 
It follows that H”(E; A) = k for all n 2 0. Consider instead the Lyndon-Hochshild- 
Serre spectral sequence of the extension I/+ E+ U. We have 
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s even, 
s odd, 
so in either case it is isomorphic to the unique two dimensional indecomposable 
klr-module. It follows that 
H’(U;HS(V;A))zk for all r,s?O. 
Thus, the corner of the spectral sequence yields the fundamental exact sequence 
0-H’(U;A’)=k- H’(E;A)=k= =H’(V;A)%k 
from which it follows that the edge homomorphism 
H’(E; A) + H’( v; A)’ 
is trivial, so it is not onto. 
By considering the action of the spectral sequence 
Hr(U; HS(K k)) * H’+‘(E; k) 
on that just discussed, it is possible to show that the edge homomorphism 
N”(E;A)-tH”(V;A)” 
is an isomorphism for n even and is trivial for II odd. However, by dimension shifting, 
we may for any n > 0 construct a kE-module B with H”(E; B) + H”( V, B)’ not 
onto. 
For p = 2, we let A = k[x] where x4 = 0, let u = 1 +x2 and u = 1 +x3. The calcula- 
tions are a bit more involved but we have 
O+H’(U;AV)=k-,H1(E;A)=k@k+H’(V;A)u=k@k 
whence the last map is not onto. 
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